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Abstract

We quantified the accuracy of the perception of the absolute direction of motion-in-depth (MID) of a simulated approaching
object using a perceptual task and compared those data with the accuracy of estimating the passing distance measured by means
of a simulated catching task. For the simulated catching task, movements of the index finger and thumb of the observer�s hand were
tracked as participants tried to ‘‘catch’’ the simulated approaching object. A sensation of MID was created by providing monocular
and/or binocular retinal image information. Visual stimuli were identical for perceptual and simulated catching tasks. We confirm
previous reports that in the perceptual task, observers judged the object to pass wider of the head than indicated by the visual infor-
mation provided. Although accuracy improved when auditory feedback was added to the perceptual (button pressing) task, consis-
tent overestimates were still recorded. For the no-feedback simulated catching task, observers consistently overreached, i.e., the
hand was further away from the midline than the simulated object at the time of hand closure. When auditory feedback was added
to the simulated catching task successful catching was achieved. The relative accuracy in binocular and monocular conditions for
individual observers could be partially explained by individual differences in sensitivity to unidirectional changes in angular size and
changes in relative disparity. We conclude that catching an approaching ball requires that errors in the perceived direction of MID
are corrected by feedback-driven learning in the motor system, and that this learning is more easily achieved for the catching action
than for button pressing.
� 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

It has been proposed that a person intercepts an
approaching object, for example, when hitting or catch-
ing a ball, by continually monitoring visual information
about where the object will be at some future instant and
when it will be there. What visual information is used to
judge when an approaching object will arrive (the time to
collision) is a question that has been studied extensively
0042-6989/$ - see front matter � 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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(see Hecht & Savelsbergh, 2004; Regan & Gray, 2000 for
recent reviews). On the other hand, the judgment of
where an approaching object will be when it reaches
the observer has received considerably less attention
by researchers (Williams, Davids, & Williams, 1999).
In particular, it is not clear from previous research
which sources of visual information are used for judg-
ments of the absolute direction of motion-in-depth
(MID) of an approaching object and how this informa-
tion is used to control motor action.

Either monocular or binocular visual information
correlate with the angular direction of MID of an object
approaching at a constant velocity relative to the body
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midline and also with the lateral distance at which the
object will cross the vertical plane that contains the eyes
(the passing distance).

First, consider monocular information. With refer-
ence to Fig. 1A, the direction of MID (b) is given by

b ¼ tan�1 2R a
�

D h
� ; ð1Þ

where a
�
is angular lateral speed of the object, h

�
is the

rate of change of the object�s angular subtense, D is
the distance of the object from the eye and R is the ob-
ject�s radius. The passing distance (Xp) is given by
Fig. 1. Visual information about the direction of motion-in-depth
(MID) of an approaching object. b is the angular direction of MID
relative to the midline. Xp is the passing distance. (A) Monocular
information about the direction of MID. A ball radius R travels at a
constant speed along a straight line (shown by the heavy arrow). Its
instantaneous distance from the observer�s is eye (open circle) is D. h is
the ball�s instantaneous angular subtense and a is the angular change in
its lateral position (i.e., along the axis shown with the dotted arrow).
(B) Binocular information about the direction of MID. A ball travels
at a constant speed on a straight line (shown by the heavy arrow) some
distance from the observer�s eyes (open circles). d is the retinal
disparity of the ball relative to a fixed reference point (F) and I is the
interpupillary separation. a is the angular change in its lateral position
(i.e., along the axis shown with the dotted arrow). See text for details.
X p �
2R a

�

h
� . ð2Þ

(Bootsma, 1991; Regan & Kaushal, 1994). Eqs. (1) and
(2) are available to either eye alone.1

Fig. 1B illustrates binocular correlates of the direc-
tion of MID and passing distance. For motion within
the horizontal meridian the direction of MID is given by

b ¼ tan�1 I ½e�R=e
�
L� þ 1

2D½e�R=e
�
L� � 1

( )
; ð3Þ

X p ¼ I
I ½e�R=e

�
L� þ 1

e
�
R=e

�
L � 1

( )
. ð4Þ

Independently of the direction of gaze, where e
�
R and e

�
L

are, respectively, the angular velocities of the right and
left retinal images, I is the interpupillary, separation, D
is the viewing distance and D � I (Beverley & Regan,
1973; Regan, 1993; Regan, Beverley, & Cynader,
1978). More generally, for motion within any meridian

b ¼ tan�1 I a
�

D d
� ; ð5Þ

where d
�
is the rate of change of retinal disparity relative

to a fixed reference point (F), D is the distance of the ob-
ject from the eye, and I is the interpupillary separation.
The passing distance is given by

X p �
I a

�

d
� . ð6Þ

(Regan, 1993). Eqs. (5) and (6) are also valid in the case
of a fully cyclopean target created within dynamic ran-
dom noise. Direction discrimination thresholds for such
targets are precise (0.7 deg) and are similar to thresholds
for a comparable dotted target that could be seen
through either eye alone (Portfors-Yeomans & Regan,
1996). Note that for a fully cyclopean target Eqs. (3)
and (4) are invalid, because the left and right images
of the target do not exist.

Almost all previous research examining the use of the
information sources expressed in Eqs. (1)–(6) has con-
sidered judgments of only the relative direction of
MID. In these studies, observers judged which of two
approaching objects was going more leftward or more
upward for example. Psychophysical experiments of this
type have shown that humans are sensitive to the infor-
mation expressed in Eq. (1), and that discrimination
1 Bootsma and Peper (1992) provided indirect evidence that observ-
ers use Eq. (2) to estimate Xp (see also Peper, Bootsma, Mestre, &
Bakker, 1994). Using approaching balls of different physical sizes it
was shown that the passing distance at which subjects judged an
approaching ball to be reachable increased with ball radius as
predicted by Eq. (2).
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threshold for an approaching object based on this opti-
cal variable is 0.12 deg or less (Regan & Kaushal, 1994).
Similarly, it has been shown that humans are sensitive to
the information expressed in Eqs. (3) or (5) and can use
it to make precise (0.15–0.3 deg) discriminations of vari-
ations in the trajectory of a monocularly visible object
approaching the head, though the directional discrimi-
nation threshold rapidly becomes less precise as the
direction of motion becomes more oblique with respect
to the head (Beverley & Regan, 1975; Portfors-Yeomans
& Regan, 1997). For a monocularly visible object mov-
ing towards the observer within either the horizontal or
vertical meridian there is evidence that information
about the direction of MID is processed through four
channels each of which prefers a different direction of
MID,2 and that the reason why directional discrimina-
tion threshold is so precise is that it is determined by
the pattern of activity among these channels (Beverley
& Regan, 1973; Beverley & Regan, 1975; Portfors-Yeo-
mans & Regan, 1997). This is also the case for a fully
cyclopean target created within dynamic visual noise
(Regan et al., 1998). However, although these previous
experiments demonstrated precise discrimination of bin-
ocular and monocular information about the direction
of MID, precise discrimination of relative direction is
only a necessary rather than a sufficient condition for
accurate estimation of absolute direction (i.e., the judg-
ment that is actually required when hitting or catching).

The main goal of the present study was to measure the
accuracy of judgments of the absolute direction of MID
with and without feedback. To expand on previous re-
search we compared judgments based on monocular
information alone, binocular information alone and a
combination of binocular and monocular information.
In the final set of experiments the identical visual stimuli
were used in a simulated catching task (Gray & Sieffert,
2005). This permitted a direct comparison between the
accuracy of the perception and the accuracy of a goal-di-
rected action that was based on that perception. To ad-
dress limitations of previous research on this topic (see
Section 7.4) we dissociated task-relevant and task-irrele-
vant variables (Regan & Gray, 2000, 2004) so as to allow
the relative contribution of task-relevant and task-irrele-
vant variables to be estimated by means of stepwise
regression analysis.3 We conclude that catching an
2 It is puzzling that analogous experiments failed to reveal evidence
for channels in the processing of monocular information about the
direction of MID (Regan, 1986).
3 By ‘‘task-relevant variable’’ we mean here the variable that predicts

the crossing distance (i.e., Eqs. (2), (4) or (6)). Clearly, to catch a ball
reliably in everyday life a person�s action must be based on a task-
relevant variable. In laboratory psychophysical experiments, however,
the experimental design commonly allows a participant to achieve
successful responses on the basis of a task-irrelevant variable. A
participant may not be aware that he or she is using such a stratagem,
one which in everyday life would be generally unsuccessful.
approaching object requires that the result of combined

visual processing and motor action should accurately
guide the hand so that it is located at the same point in
space as the ball at the instant that the ball arrives at this
point.We suggest here that themarked improvementwith
practice in the catching performance of dedicated games
players is largely or entirely brought about by adapting
the motor action to errors in the visual representation of
passing distance and time to passage (TTP).
2. Experiment 1: Accuracy of perception of the direction

of motion-in-depth

2.1. Purpose

The purpose of Experiment 1 was to measure the
accuracy of judging the absolute direction of MID when
no feedback was provided and judgments were based on
(a) monocular information alone, (b) binocular informa-
tion alone, and (c) a combination of the two.

2.2. Apparatus

The simulated approaching object (a red sphere with
no texture or shading) was displayed on a 28 cm verti-
cal · 36 cm horizontal SVGA monitor (Viewsonic mod-
el PT795) with a screen resolution of 1024 · 768 pixels
that ran at 120 Hz. The background was black. Two
hundred randomly positioned small (0.1 deg diameter)
white dots were presented above and below the simulat-
ed approaching object to provide reference marks for
changes in relative disparity. The dots were arranged
so at no point were they occluded by the simulated
approaching object. The monitor was viewed from a dis-
tance of 180 cm in a dark room. Horizontal disparity be-
tween the left and right eye�s images of the object was
created using LCD shutter glasses (Stereographics Crys-
tal Eyes). The object�s initial size h0 (i.e., at time t = 0)
was 1 deg and its initial retinal disparity was 0.5 deg un-
crossed. The simulated physical size and initial distance
of the object were held constant across trials. The initial
position of the simulated object was always the center of
the display (i.e., 0 deg off the midline). The simulated
ball always traveled along a straight path. There were
three different viewing conditions. For the ‘‘monocular’’
viewing condition, a sensation of motion towards the
observer along different trajectories was created by
increasing the angular size of the object as a function
of time (ht) according to the following equation:

ht ¼ tan�1 tan h0

1� t
TTPcos2b

� �
2
4

3
5 ð7Þ

and by changing the lateral angular position of the ball
as a function of time (at) according to the equation



Fig. 2. Top view of the experimental setup. The observer viewed a
simulated object that approached along one of nine different trajec-
tories in depth (shown with dashed lines) chosen randomly. An array
of 24 LEDs (gray dots) was positioned in front of the observer�s eyes.
At the instant when the simulated object would have collided with the
LED array one of the LEDs in the array was illuminated. The
observer�s task on each trial was to judge whether the simulated
approaching object would have passed to the left or to the right of the
illuminated LED. The location of the LED that was illuminated was
varied from trial to trial on the basis of the observer�s previous button
press using a staircase method. See text for details.
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at ¼
X pðht � h0Þ
2ðtan h0ÞD

; ð8Þ

where TTP was the time to passage (i.e., the number of
seconds remaining until the simulated approaching ob-
ject would have crossed the frontal plane) and D was
the viewing distance. For the ‘‘binocular’’ viewing con-
dition, a sensation of motion towards the observer along
different trajectories was created by increasing the rela-
tive retinal disparity of the object (dt) as a function of
time according to the equation

dt ¼ d0 þ
It

Dðcos2bðTTP � tÞÞ ð9Þ

and by changing the lateral angular position of the ball
(at) as a function of time according to the equation

at ¼
X pðdt � d0Þ

I
. ð10Þ

For the ‘‘both’’ viewing condition, the angular sizewas in-
creased according to Eq. (7) and the angular disparity was
increased according to Eq. (9). The lateral angular posi-
tion of the ball was changed according to Eq. (8). This
viewing condition simulates the real-world situation in
which both monocular and binocular information about
Xp are available. The vertical position of the simulated ob-
ject remained constant in all conditions. All observers
reported a subjective impression ofMID in all conditions.

As illustrated in Fig. 2, an array of 24 light-emitting
diodes (LEDs) oriented parallel to the face of the mon-
itor was positioned 15 cm in front of and 10 cm below
the observer�s eyes. The diameter of each LED was
0.2 cm. The spacing between adjacent LEDs was 1 cm
(i.e., roughly 0.3 deg relative to the face of the monitor)
center to center. Illumination of the LEDs was con-
trolled by a National Instruments card (model PCI
1200).

2.3. Procedure

The procedure we used to measure perceived absolute
direction of MID was analogous to the method we used
in several previous studies to measure the perceived
absolute time to collision (TTC) of an approaching ob-
ject (e.g., Gray & Regan, 1998, 2000, 2000b). Three val-
ues of the initial angular speed of frontal plane motion
a
�
t¼0 were randomly interleaved with three values of

either the initial rate of change of angular size h
�
t¼0 (mon-

ocular information only) or the initial rate of change of
relative disparity d

�
t¼0 (binocular information only) or

with a combination of h
�
t¼0 and d

�
t¼0 (combined monocu-

lar and binocular information).4 Each of these three
4 Note that because we simulated straight-line trajectories the values
of dh/dt, da/dt, and dd/dt were not constant during the simulated
approach, see Eqs. (7)–(10).
conditions gave the same nine different simulated tra-
jectories. Presentation duration (PD) was chosen from
one of nine values between 500 and 700 ms, randomly
selected on each presentation. On each trial, the simu-
lated object approached along one of the trajectories
described below and then disappeared from the screen.
At the instant when the simulated object would have
collided with the LED array, one of the 24 LEDs in
the array was illuminated for a duration of 1 s. The
observer�s task on each trial was to judge whether
the simulated approaching object would have passed
to the left or to the right of the illuminated LED
and to indicate their choice by pressing one of the
two response buttons. No feedback was provided.
Extrapolation times (i.e., TTP-PD) ranged from 0.2
to 0.5 s.

The location of the LED that was illuminated was
varied from trial to trial on the basis of the observer�s
previous button presses using the simple 1-up, 1-down
staircase method described by Levitt (1971). Consider
the trajectory that passes furthest to the left of the
observer�s eyes in Fig. 2. If, for example, on the first pre-
sentation of that trajectory the LED in the center of the
array was illuminated and the observer pressed the
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‘‘left’’ button the position of the illuminated LED would
be shifted to the left for the next presentation for that
trajectory. This leftward shift would continue until the
observer indicated that the perceived direction was to
the right of illuminated LED (a reversal) at which point
a rightwards shift of LED position would begin. For
each run we randomly interleaved the nine staircases
corresponding to nine different trajectories. The use of
more than one staircase prevented observers from antic-
ipating the location of the illuminated LED on the next
trial and also improved the accuracy with which the
resulting nine estimates could be compared. The partic-
ular staircase presented on each trial was chosen ran-
domly. For any given run, all nine trajectories were in
one half of the observer�s visual field. Judgments for
simulated objects passing to the right of the midline
and object passing to the left of the midline were collect-
ed in separate runs.

For each of the staircases the initial step size was
0.6 deg, i.e., twice the distance between adjacent LEDs.
Step size was halved after the first reversal. The position
of the illuminated LED for the first presentation in each
staircase was chosen randomly. Each experimental run
was completed when at least four reversals (not includ-
ing the first reversal) had occurred for all nine staircases
(roughly 150 trials). The endpoint of each successive
staircase was based on the final four reversals; all other
reversals were ignored. Each staircase converged onto a
LED location that gave a 50% probability that the
observer would judge that the simulated approaching
object would have passed to the left of that position.
We took that position to indicate the perceived direction
of MID. We varied a

�
t¼0 and h

�
t¼0 orthogonally in our

experimental design allowed so that we could compare
the contributions to the observer�s responses of the
task-relevant variable (i.e., b) and these two task-irrele-
vant variables (see Portfors-Yeomans & Regan (1997)
for further details of this design). The variation of
presentation duration allowed us to compare the contri-
butions of the task-relevant variable b and the two
task-irrelevant variables afinal and hfinal by partially
dissociating these variables (described in more detail be-
low). The values of a

�
t¼0 used were 4, 5, and 6 deg/s. The

values of h
�
t¼0 used were 1.5, 1.7, and 1.9 deg/s. The

values of d
�
t¼0 used were 0.9, 1.1, and 1.2 deg/s. The nine

resultant trajectories were 6.7, 7.4, 8.3, 8.4, 9.2, 9.9, 10.4,
11.0, and 12.5 deg off the midline. Each trajectory coin-
cided with the location of one of the LEDs in the array.

Each observer completed 20 repeats (10 with left-
wards trajectories and 10 with rightwards trajectories)
for each of the three viewing conditions (binocular
information alone, monocular information alone
and a combination of binocular and monocular
information). Data for each of these three conditions
were collected on separate runs with the order
counterbalanced.
2.4. Data analysis

To check whether observers based their responses on
the task-relevant variable b, we performed separate step-
wise regression analyses for each of the three viewing
conditions. For the monocular information alone
condition, we used the task-relevant variable b and the
following task-irrelevant variables: h

�
t¼0; a

�
t¼0, monocular

time to collision [i.e., h= h
�
], presentation duration, hfinal,

afinal, Dh, and Da in the analysis. For the binocular
information alone condition, we used the task-relevant
variable b and the following task-irrelevant variables:
d
�
t¼0; a

�
t¼0, binocular TTC [i.e., I=D d

�
], presentation

duration, dfinal, afinal, Dd, and Da in the analysis. For
the ‘‘both’’ condition, all 13 of these task-irrelevant vari-
ables were included in the analysis. Correlations be-
tween b and the task-irrelevant variables were
relatively low: ranging from 0.0 for h

�
t¼0, and d

�
t¼0 to

0.19 for hfinal to 0.45 for afinal.
Errors in judgments of the direction of MID were

quantified by calculating the angular difference between
the endpoint of the staircase for each trajectory and the
value of b for that particular trajectory.

2.5. Observers

Six observers completed Experiments 1–5. All observ-
ers had normal or corrected to 6/6 visual acuity and re-
sults within the normal range for binocular vision, color
vision, and phoria tests of the Optec Vision Tester (Ste-
reo Optical, Chicago, IL). Observer 4 was authors B.R.,
and observer 5 was author R.G. The other four observ-
ers were naı̈ve as to the aims of the experiment and per-
formed the experiments for course credit. The order of
Experiments 1–4 was chosen randomly for each observ-
er. Experiment 5 was completed last by all observers.

2.6. Results

Table 1 shows the results of the stepwise regression
analyses for all three viewing conditions used in Exper-
iment 1. For the monocular information alone condi-
tion, the task-relevant variable b was by far the most
significant variable and accounted for a large percentage
of response variance (ranging from 84% to 94%) for all
six observers. For the binocular information alone con-
dition, the task-relevant variable was by far the most sig-
nificant variable and accounted for a large percentage of
response variance (ranging from 81% to 94%) for all six
observers. For the condition in which both sources of
information were available the task-relevant variable
was by far the most significant variable and accounted
for a large percentage of response variance (ranging
from 79% to 90%) for all six observers. In contrast with
the results reported by Harris and Dean (2003) we did
not find that observer�s response were primarily based



Table 1
R2 values obtained from stepwise regression analysis of observers� responses in Experiment 1

Observer Condition Most significant variable R2 Next significant variable R2

Stepwise regression

1 Monoc. Eq. (2) 0.92 afinal 0.93
Binoc. Eq. (5) 0.81 (dh/dt)t = 0 0.85
Both Eqs. (2) and (5) 0.90 (dh/dt)t = 0 0.92

2 Monoc. Eq. (2) 0.93 NA NA
Binoc. Eq. (5) 0.91 (dh/dt)t = 0 0.92
Both Eqs. (2) and (5) 0.9 NA NA

3 Monoc. Eq. (2) 0.94 (da/dt)t = 0 0.95
Binoc. Eq. (5) 0.94 (da/dt)t = 0 0.95
Both Eqs. (2) and (5) 0.93 (da/dt)t = 0 0.94

4 Monoc. Eq. (2) 0.85 NA NA
Binoc. Eq. (5) 0.90 NA NA
Both Eqs. (2) and (5) 0.80 NA NA

5 Monoc. Eq. (2) 0.92 NA NA
Binoc. Eq. (5) 0.93 NA NA
Both Eqs. (2) and (5) 0.82 Present duration 0.84

6 Monoc. Eq. (2) 0.84 NA NA
Binoc. Eq. (5) 0.89 NA NA
Both Eqs. (2) and (5) 0.79 NA NA

NA, not applicable because no other variables explained a significant amount of response variance.
Note. ‘‘Most significant variable’’ refers to the variable that accounted for the highest proportion of response variance. The R2 value in the rightmost
column is the total amount of response variance explained when both the most significant and next significant variable are added into the regression.
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on the task-irrelevant variable afinal. For five of our six
observers this variable did not account for any measur-
able response variance, and for the remaining observer
only a very small proportion.

Figs. 3A–F show the mean MID direction judgment
errors (averaged across all three sets of nine trajectories)
for observers 1–6, respectively. Solid black bars are for
monocular information alone (i.e., Eq. (1)), open bars
are for binocular information alone (i.e., Eq. (5)), and
solid gray bars are for the condition in which both infor-
mation sources were available. Negative values indicate
judgment errors towards the midline. From this figure it
can be seen that in all but one case (the ‘‘both’’ condi-
tion in Fig. 3D) our participants perceived that the tra-
jectory of the simulated approaching object was further
from the midline than the trajectory indicated by the
visual information provided. The overall mean errors
for the monocular, binocular and ‘‘both’’ conditions
were 2.6, 1.6, and 0.9 deg which are equivalent to mis-
judgments of crossing distance of 9.1, 5.6, and 2.8 cm.
t tests revealed that in all three viewing conditions errors
were significantly different from zero: monocular
[t(5) = 10.2, p < 0.001], binocular [t(5) = 8.6, p <
0.001], and both [t(5) = 3.1, p < 0.05].

The errors of perceived direction were further ana-
lyzed using a 3 · 18 repeated measures ANOVA (with
Greenhouse–Geisser correction) with viewing condition
and trajectory as factors. Although the smallest mean
error occurred in the condition in which both binocular
and monocular information were available for all six
observers, there was no significant effect of viewing con-
dition on the error of perceived direction [F(2,10) = 3.1,
p > 0.05]. There was also no significant effect of trajecto-
ry [F(17,85) = 0.7, p > 0.5] or a trajectory · condition
interaction [F(17,170) = 1.1, p > 0.1].

2.7. Discussion

The results of stepwise regression analysis indicated
that, in our particular laboratory conditions, observers
based their responses on visual information that in the
everyday world would have correlated with the direction
of MID of an approaching rigid object. This suggests
that we were not measuring an artifact of laboratory
psychophysics, and encourages us that our findings
would be valid in the everyday world as well as within
the context of our particular laboratory psychophysical
experimental design.

Our finding that the no-feedback binocularly based
psychophysical estimates of the direction of MID are
not accurate is unsurprising: since the deductive work
of Tyler (1975) and certainly since the formal demon-
stration of Tyler�s proposal by Regan, Erkelens, and
Collewijn (1986a) it has been known that the perceived
speed of illusory MID produced by a given rate of
change of disparity depends strongly on the presence
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and location of reference marks placed both across the
visual field and in depth (Regan & Beverley, 1973) Per-
ceived speed also depends on eccentricity of viewing
and, for many otherwise normally sighted observers,
on the presence of visual field areas that are specifically
insensitive to MID produced by a rate of change of dis-
parity. (Hong & Regan, 1989; Regan, Erkelens, & Col-
lewijn, 1986b; Richards & Regan, 1973). In addition,
the perceived speed of MID is not linearly proportional
to the rate of change of disparity (Beverley & Regan,
1979; Regan & Beverley, 1973). Furthermore, although
regions of the binocular visual field that produce little
or no sensation of MID when stimulated by changing
disparity alone have been reported to produce a normal
sensation of MID when stimulated with a rate of change
of size (Regan & Beverley, 1983), the perceived speed of
MID produced by changing size is not linearly propor-
tional to the rate of change of size (Beverley & Regan,
1979; Regan & Beverley, 1973) and falls off as viewing
eccentricity is increased (Regan & Vincent, 1995). For
whatever reason an attenuation in the perceived speed
of MID produced by a given stimulus would be expected
to shift the perceived trajectory wider with respect to the
midline, and an increase in perceived speed would have
the opposite effect.

The direction of the errors in the perception of MID
direction that we found is consistent with previous re-
search (Harris & Dean, 2003; Harris & Drga, 2005; Wel-
chman, Tuck, & Harris, 2004). However, the magnitude
of estimation errors were much smaller in the present
study. Harris and Dean, 2003 reported a mean ratio of
perceived to actual angle of roughly 6:1 when only bin-
ocular information was available. The equivalent ratio
in the present study ranged from only 0.98:1 to 1.6:1
for the six observers.

In Experiment 1 there was no significant difference
between the absolute accuracy of perceived direction
for the three different viewing conditions. This finding
is not consistent with our previous finding that judg-
ments of the absolute TTC of an approaching object
are significantly more accurate when estimates are
based on a combination of monocular and binocular
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information compared to estimates based on either cue
alone (Gray & Regan, 1998). Also evident from Fig. 3
is the fact that the relative performance in the monocu-
lar and binocular conditions was not consistent across
our six observers. We return to this last finding in Exper-
iment 5.
3. Experiment 2: Accuracy of psychophysical estimates of

the direction of motion-in-depth when feedback is provided

3.1. Purpose

The purpose of Experiment 2 was to find the effect of
feedback on errors in psychophysical estimates of direc-
tion of MID.

3.2. Apparatus and procedure

The apparatus and procedure were as described for
Experiment 1 except that on each trial, the observer
was given auditory feedback as to the accuracy of their
judgments as follows. A high frequency (4000 Hz) tone
was presented after each correct response while a low
frequency (1000 Hz) tone was presented after each
incorrect response. The tone duration was 1 second.

Each observer completed 20 repeats (10 with left-
wards trajectories and 10 with rightwards trajectories)
Table 2
R2 values obtained from stepwise regression analysis of observers� responses

Observer Condition Most significant variable

Stepwise regression

1 Monoc. Eq. (2)
Binoc. Eq. (5)
Both Eqs. (2) and (5)

2 Monoc. Eq. (2)
Binoc. Eq. (5)
Boths Eq. (2) and (5)

3 Monoc. Eq. (2)
Binoc. Eq. (5)
Both Eqs. (2) and (5)

4 Monoc. Eq. (2)
Binoc. Eq. (5)
Both Eqs. (2) and (5)

5 Monoc. Eq. (2)
Binoc. Eq. (5)
Both Eqs. (2) and (5)

6 Monoc. Eq. (2)
Binoc. Eq. (5)
Both Eqs. (2) and (5)

NA, not applicable because no other variables explained a significant amou
Note. ‘‘Most significant variable’’ refers to the variable that accounted for the
column is the total amount of response variance explained when both the mo
for each of the three viewing conditions (binocular
information alone, monocular information alone and a
combination of binocular and monocular information).
Data for each of these three conditions were collected on
separate runs with the order counterbalanced.

3.3. Results and discussion

Table 2 shows the results of the stepwise regression
analysis for Experiment 2 data. As for Experiment 1,
the task-relevant variable b was by far the most signifi-
cant variable and accounted for a high percentage of re-
sponse variance (ranging from 72% to 96%) in all
condition for all six observers.

Figs. 4A–F show the mean direction judgment errors
for observer 1–6, respectively. The pattern of results was
similar to the ‘‘no feedback’’ conditions in Experiment
1. The overall mean errors for the monocular, binocu-
lar, and both viewing conditions were 1.3, 1.2, and
0.6 deg, respectively, which are equivalent to misjudg-
ments of crossing distance of 4.1, 3.8, and 1.9 cm. Er-
rors were significantly different than zero for all three
viewing conditions: monocular [t(5) = 8.2, p < 0.001],
binocular [t(5) = 9.1, p < 0.001], and both[t(5) = 2.8,
p < 0.05].

Data for Experiments 1 and 2 were compared using a
2 · 3 · 18 repeated measures ANOVA with Feedback
Presence, Viewing Condition, and Trajectory as factors.
in Experiment 2

R2 Next significant variable R2

0.91 NA NA
0.87 hfinal 0.89
0.90 (dh/dt)t = 0 0.92

0.96 NA NA
0.92 NA NA
0.92 NA NA

0.94 (dh/dt)t = 0 0.95
0.95 (dh/dt)t = 0 0.97
0.93 (da/dt)t = 0 0.95

0.72 NA NA
0.81 NA NA
0.8 NA NA

0.86 NA NA
0.81 NA NA
0.87 NA NA

0.80 NA NA
0.88 NA NA
0.75 NA NA

nt of response variance.
highest proportion of response variance. The R2 value in the rightmost
st significant and next significant variable are added into the regression.
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This analysis revealed a significant overall effect of feed-
back [F(1,5) = 7.2, p < 0.05] with the mean error being
significantly lower when feedback was present. The
interaction between Viewing Condition and Feedback
was not significant. The main effect of viewing condition
and trajectory were not significant nor was there
interaction.

Although the addition of auditory feedback resulted
in an improvement in the accuracy of judging the direc-
tion of MID for all viewing conditions, errors were still
significantly greater than zero. Our observers continued
to judge the trajectories to be wider of the head than
indicated by the visual information provided; they could
not use feedback to accurately calibrate psychophysical
responses (button presses in this case). It is possible that
responses could have been accurately calibrated with
additional practice however we feel this is unlikely given
that each observer completed roughly 9000 trials in
Experiment 2. And as will be shown below accurate cal-
ibration for the active task was exhibited with the same
amount of practice.
4. Experiment 3: Accuracy of simulated catching with

no-feedback

4.1. Purpose and rationale

The purpose of Experiment 3 was to use the simulat-
ed catching task developed by Gray and Sieffert (2005)
to assess the spatial accuracy of interceptive hand move-
ments based on monocular information alone, binocular
information alone, and a combination of the two infor-
mation sources. To allow for direct comparison with the
psychophysical (button press) data we use the identical
visual stimuli as were used in Experiments 1 and 2.

4.2. Apparatus

The visual display used in Experiment 3 was identical
to that described for Experiment 1 except that the LED
array was not present. Two Fastrack Polhemus motion
tracking systems integrated with custom-designed soft-
ware were used to track and digitally record motion
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kinematics. One Polhemus transmitter was attached to
the lateral thumb of a glove made of stretchable materi-
al, and a second transmitter was attached to the index
finger of the glove. The index finger and thumb were
chosen for motion tracking as they were assumed to
be the best indicators of grasping action. Motion of
the hand was tracked at a sampling rate of 120 Hz from
each transmitter. The estimated static positional preci-
sion of our tracking system (<0.2 mm) was derived from
the standard deviation of 50 samples with the receivers
at a constant position. The dynamic precision of the sys-
tem (<1 mm) was estimated using the method described
by Tresilian and Lonergan (2002). Feedback as to the
accuracy of the catching movement was not provided.

4.3. Procedure

At the beginning of each trial, the participant placed
the preferred hand (with the thumb and index finger
together) on a fixed start position marked with a cross
on a table in front of him or her. This start position
was 180 cm distant from the face of the monitor directly
below the eyes, and was 30 cm below the center of the
monitor. Participants were instructed to keep their hand
at the start position until the ball appeared on the screen
and that they were to reach out and catch the simulated
ball by moving their hand and adjusting their grasp.
They were further instructed to move their hand lateral-
ly (perpendicular to the monitor) when catching and to
try and avoid reaching forward towards the monitor.
The inter-trial interval was 2 s. Prior to beginning the
experiment participants completed 25 practice trials.

The method of constant stimuli was used to present
the different trajectories of MID. The same nine trajec-
tories used in Experiments 1 and 2 were presented in
each of the three viewing conditions. On each run, the
nine trajectories were each repeated five times for a total
of 45 trials. Each observer completed three runs for each
condition. As was the case for Experiment 1, data for
leftwards trajectories and rightwards trajectories were
collected on separate runs.

4.4. Data analysis

The grasping phase of the virtual catch was docu-
mented by measuring as a function of time the distance
between the thumb and index finger. Previous research
has shown that the timing of the closure of the hand is
the aspect of the catching that is most strongly linked
to variations in visual information (Gray & Sieffert,
2005; Hecht, Kaiser, Savelsbergh, & van der Kamp,
2002). In the present study, we defined this variable as
the point in time and space such that the distance
between the thumb and index finger first reached its
minimum value. Since we were primarily interested in
how simulated catching accuracy would compare to
the estimates of the direction of MID within the horizon-
tal plane measured in Experiment 1, the main variable
used in our analyses was the lateral location of the hand
at the instant when the hand closure occurred (CLOSx)
When calculating the catching error this variable was
compared with the lateral position of the simulated
ball at the instant when hand closure occurred (BALLx).

To determine the relative contributions of the task-
relevant (Xp) and task-irrelevant variables to simulated
catching we performed stepwise regression analyses
using the value of CLOSx as the dependent variable,
the task-relevant independent variables (Eqs. (2) and
(6)) and the task-irrelevant independent variables de-
scribed in Experiment 1.

4.5. Results

Table 3 shows the results of the stepwise regression
analysis for Experiment 3 data. As in Experiment 1,
the task-relevant variable Xp was by far the most signif-
icant variable and accounted for a high percentage of
the total response variance (ranging from 68% to 90%)
in all conditions for all six observers.

Figs. 5A–F show the mean value of CLOSx–BALLx

(i.e., the lateral catching error) for observers 1–6,
respectively. Solid black bars are for monocular infor-
mation alone (Eq. (1)) open bars are for binocular
information alone (Eq. (5)) and solid gray bars are
for the condition in which both information sources
were available. Positive values indicate that lateral po-
sition of the hand was further from the body midline
than the lateral position of the simulated ball at the in-
stant of hand closure.

The pattern of results is consistent with the errors of
perceived trajectory found in Experiments 1 and 2:
observers overreached when attempting to catch the
simulated approaching ball, i.e., their hand was further
away from the midline than the simulated object at the
time of hand closure. The overall mean errors for the
monocular, binocular, and both viewing condition were
2.2, 2.1, and 1.1 deg, respectively, which are equivalent
to crossing distance errors of 6.9, 6.7, and 3.5 cm. Errors
were significantly different from zero for all three view-
ing conditions: monocular only [t(5) = 11.4, p < 0.001],
binocular only [t(5) = 12.6, p < 0.001], and both
[t(5) = 4.2, p < 0.05].

Catching error data were further analyzed using a
3 · 18 repeated measures ANOVA with viewing condi-
tion and trajectory as factors. There was a significant ef-
fect of viewing condition [F(2,10) = 5.2, p < 0.05]. A
post hoc comparison revealed that the mean catching er-
ror for the ‘‘both’’ condition was significantly smaller
than the combined mean for the monocular and binoc-
ular conditions [t(5) = 2.9, p < 0.05]. The trajectory
main effect and trajectory · viewing condition interac-
tion were not significant.



Table 3
R2 values obtained from stepwise regression analysis of observers� hand movements in Experiment 3

Observer Condition Most significant variable R2 Next significant variable R2

Stepwise regression

1 Monoc. Eq. (2) 0.82 NA NA
Binoc. Eq. (5) 0.80 NA NA
Both Eqs. (2) and (5) 0.77 (dh/dt)t = 0 0.8

2 Monoc. Eq. (2) 0.83 NA NA
Binoc. Eq. (5) 0.81 NA NA
Both Eqs. (2) and (5) 0.84 afinal 0.86

3 Monoc. Eq. (2) 0.69 NA NA
Binoc. Eq. (5) 0.85 (dh/dt)t = 0 0.87
Both Eqs. (2) and (5) 0.77 (dh/dt)t = 0 0.81

4 Monoc. Eq. (2) 0.90 NA NA
Binoc. Eq. (5) 0.71 afinal 0.75
Both Eqs. (2), (5) 0.82 afinal 0.84

5 Monoc. Eq. (2) 0.86 NA NA
Binoc. Eq. (5) 0.80 (dh/dt)t = 0 0.86
Both Eqs. (2) and (5) 0.78 (dh/dt)t = 0 0.81

6 Monoc. Eq. (2) 0.86 afinal 0.91
Binoc. Eq. (5) 0.76 NA NA
Both Eqs. (2) and (5) 0.68 NA NA

NA, not applicable because no other variables explained a significant amount of response variance.
Note. ‘‘Most significant variable’’ refers to the variable that accounted for the highest proportion of response variance. The R2 value in the rightmost
column is the total amount of response variance explained when both the most significant and next significant variable are added into the regression.
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5. Experiment 4: Accuracy of simulated catching when

feedback was provided

5.1. Purpose

The purpose of Experiment 4 was to determine the
spatial accuracy of interceptive hand movements based
on monocular information alone, binocular informa-
tion alone, and a combination of the two information
sources in the condition that participants were given
feedback as to the success of their catching
performance.

5.2. Apparatus and procedure

The apparatus and procedure were identical to
that described for Experiment 3 except that feedback
was provided as follows. At the instant when hand
closure occurred, the lateral location of the simulated
approaching ball (BALLx) was recorded. If the value
of BALLx–CLOSx was greater than +2 cm, a low
(1000 Hz) tone was presented 0.5 s after the instant
when CLOSx occurred. This indicated to the observer
than he/she overreached (i.e., the hand was further
from the midline than the simulated ball) during sim-
ulated catching. If the value of BALLx–CLOSx, was
less than �2 cm, a high (4000 Hz) tone was presented
to indicate an underreach. If �2 cm P (BALLx–
CLOSx) 6 +2 cm no tone was played. Observers were
instructed that no tone indicated a successful catch.
The two cm value was chosen because it approxi-
mately half the simulated ball diameter.

5.3. Results

Table 4 shows the results of stepwise regression anal-
ysis for the Experiment 4 data. As for Experiments 1–3,
the task-relevant variables (Xp) was by far the most sig-
nificant variable, and also accounted for a high percent-
age of the total response variance (ranging from 65% to
90%) in all conditions for all six observers.

Figs. 6A–F show the mean value of CLOSx–BALLx

(i.e., the lateral catching error) for observers 1–6, respec-
tively. It is clear from this figure that the addition of
auditory feedback considerably improved catching per-
formance. It is also evident that there was no consistent
reaching bias across observers. Errors for all three view-
ing condition were not significantly different from zero
as revealed by two-tailed t tests: monocular [t(5) = 1.2,
p > 0.5], binocular [t(5) = 0.8, p > 0.5] and both
[t(5) = 0.3, p > 0.5]. Judgment error data were analyzed
using a 3 · 18 repeated measures ANOVA with viewing
condition and trajectory as factors. Neither of the main
effects not the interaction were significant.
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Fig. 5. Mean differences between the lateral position of the simulated ball (BALLx) and the lateral position of the hand (CLOSx) at hand closure in
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6. Experiment 5: Individual variations in the ability to use

monocular and binocular information about trajectory

6.1. Purpose

Previous studies have reported large individual varia-
tions in the ratio between sensitivity to changing binocu-
lar disparity and sensitivity to changing angular size
(Beverley & Regan, 1979). The purpose of Experiment 5
was to measure the ratio of sensitivity to changing dispar-
ity and changing size for each of the observers used in the
present study, and to determine whether these ratios were
related to the magnitude of errors in the different viewing
conditions used in no-feedback Experiments 1 and 3.

6.2. Apparatus and procedure

To quantify sensitivities to superthreshold changing
size and changing disparity we measured the perceived
depth excursion for the following two differentMID stim-
uli: (1) a rate of change of angular size of 1.9 deg/s, and (2)
a rate of change of relative retinal disparity of 1.2 deg/s.
The initial size of the stimulus was always 1 deg and the
initial disparity was 0 deg. In all cases there was no lateral
motion so that the object appeared to approach directly
along the observer�s midline. We used a modified version
of the method used by Regan and Beverley (1973). Per-
ceived depth excursion was measured using the method
of adjustment as follows. The LED array used in Experi-
ments 1 and 2 was oriented perpendicular to the monitor
(as opposed to the parallel orientation used in Experi-
ments 1 and 2). On each trial, one of the three stimuli
described above was presented for a duration of 800 ms.
Immediately after the approaching stimulus disappeared,
one of the LEDs in the array was illuminated for a
duration of 2 s (the display was blank during this inter-
val). The initial position of the illuminated was chosen
randomly fromoneof the 24possible locations.Observers



Table 4
R2 values obtained from stepwise regression analysis of observers� hand movements in Experiment 4

Observer Condition Most significant variable R2 Next significant variable R2

Stepwise regression

1 Monoc. Eq. (2) 0.87 NA NA
Binoc. Eq. (5) 0.8 NA NA
Both Eqs. (2) and (5) 0.75 NA NA

2 Monoc. Eq. (2) 0.90 NA NA
Binoc. Eq. (5) 0.81 NA NA
Both Eqs. (2) and (5) 0.85 afinal 0.87

3 Monoc. Eq. (2) 0.72 NA NA
Binoc. Eq. (5) 0.65 (dh/dt)t = 0 0.73
Both Eqs. (2) and (5) 0.75 (dh/dt)t = 0 0.82

4 Monoc. Eq. (2) 0.88 NA NA
Binoc. Eq. (5) 0.80 afinal 0.82
Both Eqs. (2), (5) 0.71 NA NA

5 Monoc. Eq. (2) 0.66 (dh/dt)t = 0 0.75
Binoc. Eq. (5) 0.72 (dh/dt)t = 0 0.80
Both Eqs. (2) and (5) 0.74 (dh/dt)t = 0 0.77

6 Monoc. Eq. (2) 0.85 afinal 0.89
Binoc. Eq. (5) 0.87 NA NA
Both Eqs. (2), (5) 0.88 afinal 0.93

NA, not applicable because no other variables explained a significant amount of response variance.
Note. ‘‘Most significant variable’’ refers to the variable that accounted for the highest proportion of response variance. The R2 value in the rightmost
column is the total amount of response variance explained when both the most significant and next significant variable are added into the regression.
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controlled the position of the illuminated LED using the
computer keyboard: pressing the up arrow made the illu-
minated LED move one position toward the monitor
while pressing the down arrowmade it move one position
away from the monitor. Observers were instructed to ad-
just the position of the illuminated LED until it was at the
same distance from the monitor as the simulated
approaching object when it disappeared. After the LED
was turned off the MID stimulus was presented again.
This cycle continued until the observer pressed the space
bar to indicate that he or she was satisfiedwith the setting.
Each observer made 20 settings for each of the three view-
ing conditions.

6.3. Data analysis

To allow for comparison across experiments we first
calculated the ratio of the perceived depth excursion in
the Monocular condition to the perceived depth excur-
sion in the Binocular condition (M/B ratio) for each
observer. We then calculated the ratio of judgment er-
rors in the monocular condition and the binocular con-
dition for the no-feedback Experiments 1 and 3. We
then calculated the correlation between these ratios.

6.4. Results and discussion

Table 5 shows the mean perceived depth excursions
for the changing-size (i.e., monocular) and changing-dis-
parity (i.e., binocular) stimuli. The M/B ratios calculat-
ed for the six observers from the Experiment 5 depth
excursion data were positively correlated with the M/B
ratios calculated from the judgment error data in Exper-
iment 1 (R = 0.71, p < 0.05) and the M/B ratios calculat-
ed from the simulated catching error data in Experiment
3 (R = 0.62, p < 0.05).

Consistent with the findings of Regan and Beverley
(1979) we found that our observers varied substantially
in their relative sensitivity to changing size and changing
disparity. This relative sensitivity could partially explain
individual differences in performance for both absolute
judgments of the direction of MID and simulated
catching.
7. General discussion

7.1. The role of feedback in the accuracy of the perceived

direction of motion-in-depth and the control of

interceptive action

In previous papers we have argued that successful
interceptive actions and collision avoidance are achieved
by predicting where an approaching object will be at
some future instant (when), and that this prediction is
based on ratios of retinal image variables that correlate
reliably with an approaching object�s direction of MID
and TTP or TTC (e.g., Beverley & Regan, 1973, 1975;
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Fig. 6. Mean differences between the lateral position of the simulated ball (BALLx) and the lateral position of the hand (CLOSx) at hand closure in
Experiment 4 (with–feedback condition). Solid black bars are for monocular information alone (i.e., Eq. (1)), open bars are for binocular information
alone (i.e., Eq. (5)) and solid gray bars are for the condition in which both information sources were available. Negative values indicate judgment
errors towards the midline. Error bars show ±1 standard error. Means and standard errors are based on 180 data points.

Table 5
Mean perceived depth excursions (in cm) from Experiment 5

Observer Changing size Changing disparity

1 4.3 5.6
2 6.2 4.9
3 3.9 4.2
4 4.1 5.2
5 5.5 5.0
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Gray & Regan, 1998; Kruk & Regan, 1983; Regan,
1992; Regan & Beverley, 1978; Regan & Gray, 2000,
2004; Regan, Beverley, & Cynader, 1979).5 We report
here that all our participants based their psychophysical
(button press) responses on retinal image information
that, in the everyday world, would correlate with the
direction of MID (Eqs. (1) and (5)). Similarly, all our
6 3.2 3.7

5 Alternatively, Peper et al. (1994) have proposed that in catching a
ball that is passing wide of the head the catcher does not predict where
and when on the basis of Eqs. (1)–(6). Rather, the catcher uses the
monocularly available information set out in Eq. (12) to guide the
velocity of the moving head in such a way that it is in the right place at
the right time.

ðdD=dtÞ
D

¼ ðdh=dtÞ
sin h

� ðdc=dtÞ
tanðdc=dtÞ ; ð11Þ

whereD is the current distance between the moving object, and P and c
is the angular subtense (from the viewpoint of the observing eye) of D.
According to this line of thought the ‘‘right place’’ is not predicted; it is
not known until the hand arrives there (see Montagne, Laurent, Dur-
ey, & Bootsma, 1999).
participants based their hand position at the instant of
hand closure when ‘‘catching’’ a simulated approaching
ball on retinal image information that, in the everyday
world, would correlate with the passing distance (Eqs.
(2) and (6)). Retinal image information that in the every-
day world (as distinct from some laboratory conditions,
see Section 7.4) would not correlate reliably with the
direction of MID or with the passing distance was
ignored.

Our main finding concerns the effect of feedback on
the accuracy of both psychophysical button presses



6 Furthermore, the calibration of the visuo-motor system seems to
decay with time. At the start of the cricket season even professional
players practice catching using a cradle device that, when a ball is
thrown hard into it, causes the ball to fly towards the catcher along an
unpredictable trajectory. Accurate placement of the hand and fingers is
particularly important in cricket, where a fast-moving hard ball is
caught with the unprotected hand.
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and of interceptive action. Our no-feedback psycho-
physical data indicated that the perceived direction of
MID consistently differed from the direction indicated
by the visual information provided, whether the infor-
mation provided was monocular or binocular or a com-
bination of the two. Feedback did improve the accuracy
of psychophysical button presses, but errors remained.
As to the question whether feedback caused the per-

ceived direction of MID to change or merely altered
the relationship between perception and button presses
in much the same way as one might ‘‘aim off’’ with an
inaccurately sighted rifle: the design of a rigorous psy-
chophysical approach to this question is not immediate-
ly obvious since psychophysics, by definition, requires
some form of motor response.

In the simulated catching task without feedback, the
passing distance was judged inaccurately along the lines
of the perceptual data. However, when feedback was
introduced all participants made accurate catching judg-
ments of the passing distance.

Our proposed explanation for the difference between
results for the with-feedback perceptual task and the
with-feedback simulated catching task is as follows.
We assume that the ability to perform a particular visu-
ally guided action is developed by repeated attempts to
achieve that action, the degree of failure to achieve the
desired result providing feedback on each successive at-
tempt, and that the combined visual processing and mo-
tor system are progressively modified by the feedback
until the ability to perform the particular visually guided
action is developed. In the particular example of visually
guided catching, very many individuals will have gone
through this process during early life, perhaps over
years, until reliable catching performance had been
achieved to a greater or lesser extent.

In our perceptual task participants pushed a button
to signal whether they perceived the simulated
approaching ball to pass to the left or to the right of
an illuminated LED. We have no reason to suppose that
our findings would have been different if participants
had signaled their perceptual judgment by, for example,
saying ‘‘left’’ or ‘‘right’’. We suggest that the motor com-
ponent of the catching task was special in that catching
with one�s hand is a visually guided motor action that is
progressively developed in early life so as to achieve reli-
able interception, while the button press in the perceptu-
al task presumably had no relation to visually guided
motor development an any of our participants� previous
visuo-development history.

It is certainly possible that, given sufficient practice
with feedback, our participants might have developed
the ability to signal accurate judgments of the direction
of MID by button presses (or verbal responses). After
all, accomplished squash players reliably hit a fast-mov-
ing ball with the rather small ‘‘sweet spot’’ near the cen-
tre of the racquet, some 40 cm from the hand, and
accomplished tennis cricket, and baseball players have
a similar skill. However, the achievement of these skills
requires long practice with feedback as to the outcome
of action.6

7.2. Some requirements for reliably successful use of the
where/when prediction stratagem for interceptive action

and collision avoidance

If the where/when prediction stratagem is to
support reliable performance, several conditions must
be satisfied. Consider, for example, Eqs. (5) and (6). If
the mechanism whose output signals the ratio between
the approaching object�s angular velocity parallel
to the frontal plane (da/dt) and its rate of change of
relative disparity (dd/dt) is fed by one filter specifically
sensitive to da/dt and a second filter specifically sensitive
to dd/dt, then it is necessary that these two filters should
operate independently of one another. In support of this
requirement it has been reported that for variations of
up to at least 2:1 in the direction of MID [signaled by
variations in the ratio (da/dt)/dd/dt] and simultaneous
variations in dd/dt can be dissociated with 3% crosstalk,
and variations in dd/dt can be dissociated from simulta-
neous variations in the direction of MID with less than
1% crosstalk (Fig. 6 in Portfors-Yeomans & Regan,
1997). In addition, variations in the direction of MID
can be dissociated from simultaneous variations in
da/dt with no measurable crosstalk (Table 2 in Portf-
ors-Yeomans & Regan, 1997). Turning to Eqs. (1) and
(2), da/dt and the approaching object�s rate of increase
of angular subtense (dh/dt) are processed essentially
independently providing that the object�s retinal image
is subject to noisy positional jitter such as that provided
by an unsupported head as is typical outside the labora-
tory. Independence fails only when the head is support-
ed on a headrest or bite bar. This requirement results
from a nonlinearity in the visual mechanism sensitive
to da/dt and is an example of how noise can improve
the operation of a visual mechanism by reducing the
effect of an essential nonlinearity (Regan & Beverley,
1978, 1980). As to the TTC with a rigid spherical
approaching object (TTC), where

TTC � h
ðdh=dtÞ . ð12Þ

(Hoyle, 1957; Lee, 1976), the mechanism sensitive
to ratio h/(dh/dt) is independent of both angular



7 Closing speed adaptation (Gray & Regan, 1999) is quite distinct
from the familiar perceived reduction of one�s forward speed experi-
enced after a few minutes of high-speed road travel. The first effect is
caused by a desensitization of changing-size filters (also called looming
detectors), while the second effect is a desensitization of filters sensitive
to unidirectional retinal image motion. These two kinds of filters each
function almost completely independently of the other (Regan &
Beverley, 1978, 1980). Adaptation of changing-size filters affects
perceived TTC whether the TTC estimate is based on monocular
information or binocular information (Gray & Regan, 1999). This is
because monocular and binocular information about closing speed
converge before the stage at which the MID signal is generated
(Beverley & Regan, 1979). The effect of perceived TTC is large, up to
27% for monocularly based estimates and 16% for binocularly based
estimates. These are overestimates, i.e., in the dangerous direction.
8 The desensitization of changing-size filters can be caused by a

radially expanding flow pattern that has a sufficiently large value of
divV at its focus of expansion, where divV is the divergence of retinal
image velocity (Regan & Beverley, 1979).
9 In the USA alone road accidents accounted for 41,709 killed and

3.51 million injured in 1996, a typical year�s toll (NHSTA, 1996). Some
15% of injury-causing road accidents in the UK involved overtaking
(Jeffcote, 1973).
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subtense (h) and of its rate of increase (dh/dt) (at least
for small variations of h and dh/dt) to within 1%,
providing that the approaching object is viewed in
central vision (Regan & Hamstra, 1993; Regan & Vin-
cent, 1995).

Reliable interceptive action and collision avoidance
is, however, not so easily explained. If, in everyday life,
humans base such actions on Eqs. (1)–(6) that set out
reliable retinal image correlates of both the direction
of MID and of passing distance, they must allow for
the fact that humans do not have direct access to the
retinal image correlates set out in Eqs. (1)–(6), but only
to the physiological responses to those retinal image
correlates. This fact has several consequences. For
example, as noted earlier, not only does the proximity
to the object�s retinal image of reference marks have
a large effect on the perceived speed of MID produced
by a given rate of change of relative disparity, but in
addition the binocular visual fields of many individuals
contain areas with reduced sensitivity to a rate of
change of disparity. For any oblique trajectory, the
greater the reduction in the perceived speed of MID,
the wider of the head would the trajectory be perceived,
even though the trajectory remained constant (see Eqs.
(5) and (6)). A further problem is that the dynamic
characteristics of the three filters that are sensitive,
respectively, to changing disparity (dd/dt), to changing
size (dh/dt) and to velocity within a frontoparallel plane
(da/dt) are not identical (Beverley & Regan, 1979; Re-
gan & Beverley, 1973). In principle, this carries the fol-
lowing implications: even if the direction of MID (b)
were held constant in Eq. (1), the perceived direction
would vary for sufficiently large yoked variations of
da/dt and dh/dt; even if direction of MID were held
constant in Eq. (5), the perceived direction would vary
for sufficiently large yoked variations of da/dt and dd/
dt. Therefore, for a rigid sphere approaching at con-
stant speed along a straight-line oblique trajectory,
the perceived direction of MID would be affected by
sufficiently large differences in its linear speed and its
distance. This prediction does not seem to have been
tested for large variations of retinal image variables
(thought, as mentioned earlier, it has been reported that
variations of up to 2:1 have very little effect).

Turning from visually guided interceptive action to
its converse, collision avoidance, we noted that the very
recent past (in evolutionary terms) has seen demands on
visually guided action that humans had not previously
experienced, and that these recent demands strain the
effectiveness of the where/when predictive stratagem
(Gray & Regan, 2000a). For example, to safely overtake
a slowly moving vehicle on a two-lane highway, a driver
must estimate both the time to passage and the direction
of MID relative to his or her vehicle for the vehicle to be
overtaken and also for any oncoming vehicle. The
where/where predictive collision avoidance strategy can
be compromised by the closing speed adaptation effect:7

if a driver looks straight ahead at the road, the radial
flow of contours reduces the sensitivity of filters fed
from the fovea that are specifically sensitive to rate of
expansion (Regan & Beverley, 1978, 1979)8 with the re-
sult that TTC or time to passage is overestimated (Gray
& Regan, 1999, 2000a). Using a driving simulator we
obtained evidence that this effect causes misjudgments
in overtaking that have the potential to cause rear-end
collisions, head-on collisions, and misjudgments when
turning across oncoming traffic (Gray & Regan,
2005).9 We predict here that adaptation of filters sensi-
tive to rate of expansion would have a second conse-
quence: Eq. (1) indicates that the direction of MID
based on monocular information would be misper-
ceived. This potentially hazardous possibility does not
seem to have been investigated.

7.3. Predicting performance in everyday visually guided

interceptive action and collision avoidance

It has been proposed that the visual component of
performance in the everyday tasks of intercepting an
approaching object (e.g., catching, tennis, and baseball)
and of collision avoidance (e.g., driving and aviation) is
largely determined by a small set of independently func-
tioning parallel filters including those selectively sensitive
to changing angular size and changing disparity (Regan,
1992; Regan & Gray, 2000, 2004; Regan et al., 1979).
This hypothesis implies that the relative sensitivity of
these filters (measured in simple laboratory tests) across
individual has predictive value for individual differences
in the performance of complex visually guided motor
tasks such as driving or piloting an aircraft. In support
of this hypothesis, correlations have been reported
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between, on the one hand, pilot performance in real high-
performance jet aircraft as well as in simulators and, on
the other hand, responses to changing-size stimuli and
discrimination thresholds for the speed of a radially
expanding flow pattern (Kruk & Regan, 1983; Kruk &
Regan, 1996; Kruk, Regan, Beverley, & Longridge,
1981). In addition, as mentioned earlier, overestimates
of time to collision produced by adapting to changing
size were correlated with delays in the initiation of over-
taking a lead vehicle in a car simulator (Gray & Regan,
2000a), and with misjudgments when turning across
oncoming traffic (Gray & Regan, 2005).

The findings of our Experiment 5 provide further
support for the hypothesis that individual differences
in skilled visually guided interception can be at least par-
tially predicted by individual differences in the sensitivi-
ties of the relevant filters (in this case filters for changing
size and changing disparity). These findings along with
the previous work of Regan and colleagues suggest that
simple laboratory tests might be used to pre-screen indi-
viduals for skilled tasks of visually guided action as
encountered, for example, in driving and flying.

7.4. Comparison with previous research on judgments of

the absolute direction of motion-in-depth

There have been many published studies on the accu-
racy with which observers predict when an approaching
object will collide with an observer (i.e., the absolute
TTC) and the precision with which different values of
TTC can be discriminated from each other. In contrast,
reports on where an approaching object will be at some
future time have almost entirely been restricted to docu-
menting the high precision with which observers can dis-
criminate between different directions of MID. There
are comparatively few reports on an observer�s accuracy
in predicting the direction of MID or the passing dis-
tance. To our knowledge the only reports on the accura-
cy with which observers judge the direction of MID are
those published by Harris and colleagues (Harris &
Dean, 2003; Harris & Drga, 2005; Welchman et al.,
2004). These authors concluded that observers cannot
accurately estimate the direction of MID. They pro-
posed that observers do not use the retinal image infor-
mation that, in everyday life, signals the direction of
MID. Rather, they base their judgments on the angle be-
tween the instantaneous direction of an approaching ob-
ject and the direction that the observer faces, even if this
causes them to make systematic errors.10
10 Though not discussed by Harris and colleagues, it was reported in
previous studies of the discrimination of the direction of MID that all
observers based their responses essentially entirely on visual informa-
tion that, in everyday life, signals the direction of MID and that they
ignored trial-to-trial variations in all other variables (Portfors-Yeo-
mans & Regan, 1996, 1997).
The results reported here conflict with the conclu-
sions of Harris and colleagues. All our observers based
their judgments in all six experimental condition on
visual information that, in everyday life, signals the
absolute direction of MID. Even without feedback, all
our observers could predict the absolute direction of
MID with far smaller errors than those reported by Har-
ris and colleagues on the basis of monocular informa-
tion alone, binocular information alone and with
combined monocular and binocular information. When
feedback was provided, estimates were accurate for the
simulated catching test. Possible reasons for these dis-
agreements are discussed next.

Harris and Dean (2003) reported the results of four
experimental tasks. Task #1 required participants to
draw the perceived trajectory on a piece of paper (as if
the experimental setup was viewed from overhead).
Task #2 required participants to rotate a pointer mount-
ed on a table so that its angle matched the perceived tra-
jectory. Task #3 required participants to give a yes/no
verbal response to indicate whether the simulated
approaching object would have contacted the partici-
pant�s head. Task #4 required participants, immediately
after the object disappeared, to move their finger along a
bar mounted perpendicular to the plane of the monitor
so as to indicate the location at which the simulated ob-
ject would have passed over the bar. For all of these
tasks it was found that the trajectory was judged to be
wider of the head than was indicated by the visual infor-
mation provided, though judgment precision was high,
consistent with previous research using relative discrim-
ination tasks (Beverley & Regan, 1973; Portfors-Yeo-
mans & Regan, 1997). On the basis of these findings
Harris and Dean (2003) concluded that human observ-
ers cannot use binocular information alone to judge
accurately the direction of MID.

It is not clear that the conclusions of Harris and Dean
(2003) are generally valid. Both the drawing and pointer
Tasks (#1 and #2) used by Harris and Dean required a
transformation of the coordinate system (from head-on
to overhead). This requirement created a potential
source of error. A failure to perform accurately either
the drawing or the pointer tasks does not necessarily
predict a failure to perform the quite different task of
successfully catching a ball. Task #3 (judging whether
the simulated approaching object would have hit the
observer�s head) provided only a crude estimate of judg-
ment accuracy. Even Task #4 differed from the everyday
act of catching, because it required the movement to be
initiated after the simulated approaching object had
passed the participant�s head.

A further problem is that the stimulus variations used
by Harris and Dean did not allow a determination of the
relative contributions to the observers� responses of
task-relevant and task-irrelevant variables (see Gray &
Regan, 1998, Portfors-Yeomans & Regan, 1997, and
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Regan & Gray, 2004 for a detailed discussion of this is-
sue). To determine whether observers can use Eq. (3)
alone, i.e., the task-relevant visual information, to judge
the direction of MID it is necessary to ensure that
responses are not based on task-irrelevant variables such
as the total change of relative disparity during the arbi-
trary stimulus presentation duration (Dd), the disparity
of the approaching object when it disappears from the
screen at the end of the trial (dfinal), the angular speed
of translational motion across the retina (da/dt), and
the lateral location of the simulated object when it dis-
appears form the screen at the end of the arbitrary pre-
sentation duration (afinal). In everyday life reliably
successful interception of an oncoming object could
not be based on any of these task-irrelevant variables.
In the Harris and Dean (2003) experimental designs,
one or more task-irrelevant variables was correlated
with the task-relevant variable. The rate of change of
disparity (dd/dt) and afinal were both perfectly correlated
with b (Eq. (5)). This created the undesirable situation
that observers could, in principle, produce consistent
responses based entirely or in part on the task-irrelevant
variable, e.g., in Task #3 by indicating ‘‘no’’, the object
will not hit my head for every trial in which da/dt is above
some critical value, or by adjusting the end of the pointer
so that it was aligned with afinal in Task #2. If observers
had adopted this strategy they may exhibit high precision
but poor accuracy in their direction judgments, since such
task-irrelevant variables do not accurately signal the
direction ofMID. This was the pattern of results reported
by Harris and Dean (2003). Noting that this lack of stim-
ulus variation might be problematic, Harris and Dean
carried out a final experiment inwhich dd/dt,Dd, and dfinal
were all perfectly correlated with the task-irrelevant vari-
able (b) (Eq. (5)). This final experiment indicated that, for
all conditions, observers based their ‘‘direction of MID’’
judgments on the value of afinal rather than the actual
direction b: the estimated trajectory was roughly the same
for all conditions inwhich afinal was the same, even though
quite different directions of MID were simulated. We do
not consider it valid to conclude that accurate judgment
of the direction of MID cannot in general be made on
the basis of information that correlates with the direction
of MID from an experiment in which observers based
their responses on something other than the direction of
MID (in this case the lateral location of the target at the
end of the arbitrary presentation duration).

Welchman et al. (2004) recently used a modified
version of the pointer task described above (i.e., Task
#2) to investigate the accuracy of absolute MID direc-
tion judgments for real and simulated approaching ob-
jects. In this study, participants rotated a pointer arm
(that pivoted around the initial position of the object)
to correspond to the perceived trajectory. In this
study, both monocular and binocular cues to MID
were present. Results were similar to those reported
by Harris and Dean (2003) as observers produced
large overestimates of the absolute direction of MID
for both the simulated and the real object (see also
Harris & Drga, 2005, for a more recent study using
the pointer task).
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